senses that are parasitical on each other, connoting timelessness and originality as well as innovation and change. 8 Contemporary Brooklyn fictions abound with characters striving for an "authentic" lifestyle in the face of gentrification, a process regarded by these characters, as it is in many critical accounts, as homogenizing and detrimental to local color. In Lethem's The Fortress of Solitude, for example, Dylan Ebdus's mother insists he play with the black girls on his block and attend P.S. 38, where he is "one of three white children in the whole school," because she regards blackness as the mark of the authentic
Gowanus that existed before its bourgeois rebranding as Boerum Hill. As Dylan passes into adulthood, he is hamstrung by his inheritance of these attitudes. Haunted by the decline of his friendship with Mingus Rude, who is black, he regards the graffiti tags through which they bonded as ghosts of an authentic Brooklyn childhood realer to him than the present. As he says upon returning to the borough after living in California, "I saw meanings encoded everywhere on these streets, like the DMD and FMD tags still visible where they'd been sprayed twenty years before." 9 Dylan's eventual maturation consists in understanding that nostalgia is a dangerous impulse and that the yearned-for authenticity is a racially charged utopian construct.
Whereas Dylan's sense of authenticity is frozen pregentrification, the protagonist of Kitty Burns Florey's Solos, Emily Lime, commits to a notion of authenticity emerging at an early stage of regeneration. Prior to the arrival of artists and eccentrics, Williams- burg was "an urban wilderness." Now it is a picturesque place of bohemian diversity, its authenticity signaled by the consumer choices available to the new arrivals, rendered paratactically: "They pass the sushi place, the Mexican restaurant, the video store, the Syrian deli, the Polish bakery." Emily's latest photographic project, "Disappearing Brooklyn," memorializes the neighborhood "before it dies." Nostalgic for the present and for her personal vision of the "true" neighborhood, Emily dreads the time when "the Polish meat markets and the Hispanic delis will be replaced by fast food outlets" and cheap, spacious apartments full of flowers and art by loft developments "untrue to the spirit of Brooklyn in general and Williamsburg in particular." 10 She fears "supergentrification,"
the shift, broadly, from independent outlets to global brands.
Authenticity is always connected to economics, and this opposition between different forms of consumer capitalism-those perceived as community oriented and those viewed as predatory on neighborhood spirit-leads to some irregular treatments of authenticity in recent motherhood comedies. Two protagonists in these novels-Eve in Thomas Rayfiel's Parallel Play (2007) and Jenny in The Mermaid of Brooklyn (2013)-make money producing copies of designer clothing for Park Slope mothers. Far from being inauthentic, these copies are benignly authentic because they challenge the large, faceless
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These examples demonstrate the plurality of authenticities in Brooklyn fictions:
authenticity variously conceived of in terms of racial demography, pregentrified grittiness, the bohemianism of early gentrification, or idiosyncratic consumer choices. As Suleiman Osman demonstrates, multiple discourses of authenticity competed in the postwar transformation of Brooklyn neighborhoods. Brownstone Brooklyn has always been "a tectonic cityscape with the architectural and social imprints of multiple economic stages" that become strategically legible to different communities seeking different ideas of authenticity at different times as layers of the built environment are "symbolically stripped off." 11 For Sharon Zukin, the rhetoric of authenticity is fundamental to urban redevelopment. Trading on ideals of inclusivity and sensitivity to historical origins, gentrifiers are in fact engaged in a "performance" of individuality and authenticity for reasons of product differentiation: "Authenticity differentiates a person, a product, or a group from its competitors; it confers an aura of moral superiority." 12 And the internal contradictions of the term, signifying as it does both tradition and innovation, mean that no group can lay claim to a definitive version.
Claims to authenticity in Brooklyn fictions connect to the pervasive nostalgic feeling that something vital was lost after Brooklyn's was assimilated into New York City on January 1, 1898. As Pete Hamill puts it, in Brooklyn literature "a voice always seems to whisper: There was another place here once and it was better than this." 13 This disembodied voice partakes of the ghostly and in different forms and contexts talks to characters in Visitation Street and Another Brooklyn about loss. And yet Hamill's assertion, pivoting on the adverbial "once," exemplifies the danger of nostalgic treatments of gentrification and authenticity. As Osman and Zukin show, gentrification is not a simplistic matter of befores and afters, of an authentic past supplanted by an inauthentic present. Rather, it is about the interpenetration of competing discourses, a continual dialogue between visions of authenticity rooted in economics and culture. Even if this dialogue leads, as Judith DeSena argues, to "the eventual colonization of the neighborhood by the gentry class"
and thus the ascendancy of its vision of authenticity, this vision still contains aspects of competing cultures and is subject to reiteration.
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Incorporating the Ghostly
What is crucial for my discussion is gentrification's adeptness at incorporating and aestheticizing material and symbolic traces. At its most cynical, perhaps, incorporation is In so doing, they highlight gentrification's complex material and ideological interactions.
But most important here is the fact that if one views them, as I argue one must, as absent presences and thus as hauntings, then their spectral repetition is absolutely deliberate and consciously enacted as part of the gentrification process. It is an aesthetic manifestation of socioeconomic power. Whatever the deconstructive tendencies of specters in gentrified settings, this question of agency and intention cannot be ignored. If one wishes to analyze the ghostly in contemporary Brooklyn stories and to draw on hauntological criticism for that purpose, then one has to acknowledge its active exploitation in urban regeneration. This is not to deny the transgressive or destabilizing potential of ghosts, their ability to disrupt simplistic narratives of before and after, to expose the power dynamics which drive gentrification and recall that which has been repressed by those with a vested interest in its repression. It is to deny, however, that there is anything inherently dissident about them. Although "haunting belongs to the structure of every hegemony" because hegemony is intent on its repression, the parasitic supplementarity underpinning Derrida's analysis works both ways: hegemony participates in every haunting. 18 In fact, hegemony-in this case the dominant discourse of gentrification-thrives on haunting.
Rather than viewing the ghost as a visitor from a lost, authentic community, then, one must regard it as a phenomenon that disrupts authenticity per se by revealing what is incorporated, or elided, or coveted in is construction. and capital, local and global, and argues that community, far from being separable temporally, spatially, and conceptually from global capital, is constituted by it, so that rather than opposing one another, they have supplementary relationship. Community is about "belonging and power": it generates divisions and hierarchies of ethnicity, class, gender, and nation, oppositions between self and other, required but disavowed by capitalism.
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Echoing Williams's insistence on the historicization of community formations, Joseph continues: "To imagine that a long-lost communality might return to nurture contemporary capitalism requires detaching community from the social, economic, political and historical conditions that enabled the particular forms of sociality that would seem to be so appealing." 20 In other words, community did not come "before" capitalism in a "better" past time.
Joseph's reference to the "return" of communality signals a connection with hauntology, and her warning that community always be seen as dependent on capital, not antecedent to it, demands that a similar warning be offered about spectrality. This is especially true given that hauntological readings are so often concerned with community groupings occluded by forces of modernity and capital. The field of hauntological criticism has greatly expanded since the critical "spectral turn" prompted by Derrida Reader (2013) show the increased prominence of spectrality as a "conceptual metaphor" that enables critics across disciplines "to theorize a variety of social, ethical, and political questions." 21 These questions pertain to memory and trauma, the effects of digital media, issues of gender, race and class, and acts of textual analysis.
Many accounts of haunting, it is true, flirt with romanticism and risk representing spectrality as inherently counterhegemonic. For Gordon, in a work that del Pilar Blanco calls "redemptive, palliative but ultimately unmanageable" for its dense theorizing, haunting is the realm of affect and magic. 22 According to Adrián E. Arancibia, haunting is inherently "oppositional" because it opens up "representational spaces" for marginalized people and suggests alternatives to, and thus resistance to, gentrification's dominant narratives of middle-class consumption. 23 Arancibia takes his cue from Michel de Certeau, who sees haunted spaces as overturning the hegemonic logic of the panopticon in urban locales and thus, in Roger Luckhurst's words, becoming an "emblem of resistance" to 26 And, as Luckhurst recognizes, Specters of Marx focuses not on aesthetics or hermeneutics but politics. That it has spawned "a curious form of metaGothic" criticism in which "the spectral infiltrates the hermeneutic act itself" is partly to do with the genuine, enduring power of the ghost in speaking to aspects of modernity and textuality but also with critical fads.
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In the crowd of hauntologists I stand alongside scholars who view hauntology not as an all-purpose hermeneutic tool but as a means of exploring specific historical, political and geographical contexts. Jeffrey Weinstock, for example, argues for "the general importance of phantoms and haunting" to "the 'American imagination'" but rightly insists that "particular ghostly manifestations are always constructions embedded within specific historical contexts and invoked for more or less explicit political purposes." 28 
Del Pilar
Blanco prefers "close reading" to generalized historiography because she wishes to study particular ghostly manifestations in particular American locations. 29 Luckhurst, arguing for similar specificity in his analysis of London gothic, sees spectralization "as a grounded manifestation of communities in highly delimited locales subjected to cruel and unusual forms of political disempowerment." 30 Vested political and economic interests play a role in the discourse of haunting in the Brooklyn gentrification stories I examine here. David
Pinder, though his work on urban walking is suffused with romantic "echoes and whispers," recognizes that "a move towards the idea of obscurity or illegibility itself carries risks." Spectrality can be "the effect of the operation of powerful interests" and "highly comforting for those who benefit from the unequal distribution of power in the city and from the masking of their interests and actions": spectrality in this case is hegemonic. 31 In the case of the mermaid figurehead, for example, the ascendancy of powerful economic interests is signaled by the appropriation of the relic from an "authentic" maritime past.
Its very romantic aura, the way it seems to whisper of the sea and of communities of hard-drinking longshoremen from a bygone age, confirms its incorporation into a narrative of global capital exemplified by gentrification.
Recent ghostly Brooklyn fictions thrive on these tensions. The Astral, Visitation
Street, and Another Brooklyn show how romance and economics, community and capital, affect and materialism stand not in opposition but in supplementary relation. They illustrate how haunting as a structure of feeling, like any other structure, depends on apparently contradictory, external elements, in this case capital and commodity culture. Quirk's love of the empirical, his certainty that he has "accepted reality" and Oil are primed with cheap labor" (38) . If the spiritual affectation is a marketing gimmick, it also intimates the deeper truth that commodities are specters, trading on faith, and likewise that money is virtual, endowed with power through collective belief. 36 Fittingly enough, gas refinery was referred to as one of the "five black arts" thriving in Greenpoint in the late nineteenth century. 37 In the novel's representation of the apartment block, then, lies a reminder of the reification that undergirds commodity culture, and confirmation that capital is more magical than material.
And this is how Handler misreads Quirk's narrative: as straightforward realism
rather than repeated acts of reification-in the classical Marxian sense of a specific form of alienation and in the phenomenological sense of disengagement between subject and object, self and others. Quirk's sentiments cannot be taken at face value precisely because his narration is peppered with references-to memories, magic, and ghosts-that undermine his avowed materialist realism and betray the disavowals necessary for him to continue seeing the world through ironic disengagement. On the first page he remarks:
"At my back thronged the dark ghosts of Greenpoint" (3) . Such an observation links the neighborhood's industrial heritage to the poet's obsessions, his urge to place his personal history at the heart of the area. Elsewhere, admitting that his professional success "dried up and blew away" at the turn of the millennium, Quirk muses: "I was still writing, a ghost ship icebound in a frozen sea" (27) . Greenpoint was a center for shipbuilding in the mid-nineteenth century, and Quirk's choice of metaphor shows how the neighborhood and his poetry are haunted by the industrial past and how the concreteness of manufacturing exists in supplementary relation to a discourse of spectrality.
These images persist as Quirk comments on changing uses of urban space under gentrification. Passing the site of a restaurant where he and his friends once danced, he says, "I saw our ghosts there, held in time like a stuck thought burned into the air."
A nearby street is suffused with "decades of lingering memories" and has a nostalgic, "sepia, long-ago cast" (93). Further on in his peregrinations, he describes an unfinished waterfront development as "the new ghost town" and anticipates future specters in a 142 Studies in American Fiction factory "soon to be torn down to be made into condos" (102). A gentrified space such as the Kensington apartment of his new lover, Diane, is "like a museum, . . . essentially a repository of the past" (277). In a similar vein, Greenpoint, where he has lived "for more than three decades" (making him-a middle-class white man in the creative industries-a first-wave gentrifier) has been rendered uncanny by haunting emotion and memory: "I felt as if I were in a primitive imitation of a landscape almost recalled, in a spell of déjà vu, a neighborhood with near-semblance to a known place" (137).
Confronted by this strangeness, Quirk tries to maintain ironic distance. Williamsburg, once "a Wild West pioneer town," is now "tapas place here, vintage boutique there" (14) . tan, a place of fakery and rampant capitalism, for Red Hook, which has an "edginess" to match Burden's willed marginality. She lives in a "fashionably raw" warehouse building, frequents Sunny's Bar, which she considers "real," and starts a community of "human strays," eccentrics and marginalized souls who congregate in her apartment. 45 From these examples, it is evident that Red Hook's end-of-the-world location and industrial heritage serve as metaphors for a wide range of issues: psychological trauma, nostalgia, authenticity, and escape from egregious capitalism.
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Pochoda's Red Hook is "a neighborhood below sea level and sinking" (17), haunted both by "the vanished world of dockworkers and longshoremen" (9) and its future disappearance below the water. The drowning of a teenager, the tragic event connecting the diverse characters whose points of view construct the narrative, predicts Red Hook's final sinking and thus becomes a synecdoche for its vulnerability. Though the titular street is fictional, it is inspired by the Visitation of the Blessed Virgin Mary on Richards Street, a church featured several times in the story, spiritually shadowing earthly pursuits: hip-hop rebounds off its walls at the annual summer party (97), and local legend says the bar of the Dockyard, the fictionalized Bait and Tackle, is fashioned from a tree that fell in the churchyard (58) . Shopkeeper Fadi renames his business the Daily Visitation These traumas are numerous. Cree, the teenager who sees June and her friend
Val head out into the bay on their raft, mourns his father, Marcus, shot during the "now dormant drug wars." Tending to his father's old fishing boat, Cree posits that "a captain always returns to his ship" (9) . At the same time, his mother, Gloria, one of a line of women within an apparently straightforward temporal framework." That is, they disrupt a nostalgic narrative of befores and afters because, as Wolfreys says, "what returns is never simply a repetition that recalls an anterior origin or presence, but is always an iterable supplement: repetition with a difference." 46 Simultaneously de-and recontextualized, the mermaid, for example, constitutes "habitation without proper inhabiting." The use of this relic evokes its displacement while destabilizing the spatiotemporal logic that has actively sought to displace it, memorialize it, and fetishize its original, authentic status.
To re-place it in the gentrified bar is therefore to call into question any notion of origin/ ality: thus the "house will always be haunted rather than inhabited by the meaning of the original." The mermaid is, in Derrida's Freudian terms, constructively melancholic in refusing the "triumphant phase of mourning work" heralding the successful consignment of the relic to the past. 47 Instead, the object continues to shape the present and future.
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Even regarded as kitsch (which they surely are by some new residents), nautical relics continue to disrupt. They are still fetishized for their supposed oldness, quaintness, or sentimentality, and yet their ghostliness anticipates any irony that might be attributed to them. Kitsch, after all, is also connected to nostalgia. it in the colonial past, its "hulking mass" connotes Red Hook's supposed progress, the glamorous supersession of the industrial past, but it is bound to occupy the same dockland spaces. As it arrives in the harbor, "hundreds of dots of light" signify the bright, gentrified future, and yet most of the ship is "lost to the fog and dark" (277). Already it has become "a vapory phantom" (283), haunting the neighborhood even as it makes a facile promise for the future-its stopover is one of many visitations reminding the residents of inequities and divisions. It departs, having "brought little business and no real change" (302).
In a similar way to
Visitation Street, then, uses ghosts to critique what Samuel Cohen describes as the
"beautiful American mistake of trying to claim the future-to integrate or to gentrify, to leave things behind," which "tries to deny contingency." 48 The novel exposes that denial, and its multiperspectival form allows readers to experience the complex communities of contingency, connection, and difference that construct the neighborhood, to recognize that Red Hook is, and always will be, both "on the verge" and "struggling against itself" (282).
Though the voices of the community might seem discordant, a concordance emerges if one listens to them all: the novel ends with this realization, Fadi "listening for the melody of the local noise, the grinding, rattling, slamming and silence. . . . The voices over his shoulder . . . finding their own harmony to lift this place up and carry it along" (304).
Another Brooklyn: Future Ghosts
Bushwick, founded by the Dutch in 1661, was home throughout the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries to settlers from England, France, Scandinavia, Germany, and later Russia and Poland. During the 1930s and '40s it housed a large number of Italian Americans.
The decades after the Second World War during which Another Brooklyn is set saw Italian Americans migrating to Queens and a large influx of African Americans and Puerto Ricans. They also saw economic difficulties and a severe deterioration in housing, as new construction for incomers failed to match the demolition of old, unsafe buildings.
As a result, "The neighborhood felt first overcrowded, as families moved in together is tragic isn't the moment. It is the memory" (1). Memory in Another Brooklyn is a process that shapes the narrative according to its complex, liquid temporality, and in this respect it functions as haunting, as repetition with difference. According to Derrida memory, like a specter, is a "question of repetition," and "a specter is always a revenant; it "begins by coming back." More than this, "the memory is the future" because of the inevitability of its return beyond the present moment, in revised form. And in a sense highly significant for the arguments presented here about gentrification, "the specter is the future" because it reminds people of things they do not wish to see return. 53 Understanding the temporality of spectral memory is key to reading Woodson's depiction of neighborhood changes in Bushwick. As Derrida argues, the specter's very non presence, or absent presence "demands that one take its times and its history into consideration, the singularity of its temporality or of its historicity." 54 The singularity of
Woodson's treatment proceeds from the novel's prefatory dedication: "For Bushwick The phrase "another Brooklyn" assumes, through the dedication, multiple connotations. Filtered through August's lyrical perspective, in which past, present, and future intermingle and haunt each other, the senses of these other Brooklyns are entangled in female experience and mother-daughter relationships. When August first meets her friends, she wants to believe that they are "standing steady" and that "no ghost mothers existed in their pasts" (35) . What she soon discovers is that they share maternal hauntings, though not always from the past. Angela refuses to talk about her home life, and her mother is eventually found dead on the roof of a project building (130); Sylvia is cowed into schoolgirl obedience by her mother's strictness and bourgeois ambition (105);
Gigi's mother is a mysterious woman "in white patent leather go-go boots" who one day
Those the Dead Left Behind 151 appears to whisk Gigi off to an audition (107). Despite August's claims that she and her friends "came by way of our mothers' memories" (55) and that she and her brother live "inside our backstories" (93), it becomes evident that the girls live just as much inside their futures. Though they are "little girls in Mary Janes and lace-up sneakers," when they practice "walking in Gigi's mother shoes" (71) August and her friends are haunted by future womanhood, even as the image connects August to her absent mother and her Tennessee childhood. Similarly, Sister Loretta, who comes to teach the Qur'an, has a body that holds "promises of curves, of the soft and deep spaces I was just beginning to understand" (90).
Just as dreams of womanhood inflect the girls' adolescent friendship, so images of better future lives haunt the days of the neighborhood residents: "Everywhere we looked, we saw the people trying to dream themselves out. As though there was someplace other than this place. As though there was another Brooklyn" (77). This alternative
Brooklyn, which overlaps with the post-1990 place ostensibly circumscribed by the novel's dedication, also coexists with the darker borough of "longer nails and sharper blades" (61) , where a soldier is found dead of an overdose under Gigi's stairwell (59) and where the shoe repair man on Gates Avenue tries to "steal glances at your legs and bare feet"
(71)-the world of desperation, men, and potential violence. As August grows up and educates herself with the books at home, as her friends go in different directions, she longs to leave this Brooklyn for "something more complicated, bigger than this" (146).
Her teenage dream is to study law, like Sylvia's father.
Oppressive though Sylvia's family life is, its bourgeois affluence-the French etiquette teacher (100) and the "fresh baked bread" (104)-is significant. August describes the house as "delicate and foreign" (104), referring both to the family's Haitian origins and to the strangeness of the socioeconomic disparities on display. That these material differences are also ideological ones is made clear in the father's references to "the Negro problem in America" (102); in the mother's withering looks that say to August, Gigi, and
Angela that "dreams are not for people who look like you" (103); and in the arrogance of Sylvia's older sister, who admonishes her not to "try to act like a dusty, dirty black American" (105). The paintings of Haitian and Biafran revolutionary leaders and the sense of superiority make it clear that Sylvia's family values its separateness from American society, despite the father's push for his daughters to attend American universities and become doctors and lawyers. This is the way they envisage "dreaming themselves out"
of Bushwick.
Even as Woodson depicts "white flight" in the 1970s, the Italian, German, and
Irish families August knows only by "their moving vans" (83), she shows, through con- Moskowitz calls its "ability to erase collective memory" and any assumption that it is, in Sarah Schulman's terms, "normal, neutral, and value free." 57 At the time in which the story is set, gentrification is but a future potential, one of many possibilities haunting the story's margins like August's mother, Tennessee, and law school. In the novel's specific temporality, gentrification becomes a memory of the future, just another Brooklyn among many yet to emerge.
Paths Not Taken
Jonathan Lethem began this essay, and I finish it with an "autobiographical gesture," to use Gordon's term, that involves him. 58 Gordon argues that hauntings, margins, shadows, and other renegade images demand different methodologies; any analysis can, indeed must, entertain the fictive, affective, and the autobiographical to appreciate the complexity of social relations, to find different ways of looking, as I hope this essay has. In 2009, I This walk inspired my subsequent research on Brooklyn, including this article.
Lethem and I took one route around Brooklyn, but there were many paths we might have taken. In its intensity and density, the city multiplies both lived and missed experiences: indeed, as Howard Caygill writes, "Experience of the City includes the lost choices and the missed encounters." 59 Every path taken is shadowed by every theoretical alternative. Haunted at every turn by things not done, people not met, lives not lived, individuals in Brooklyn fictions learn that the realm of actual experience coexists and is partially constituted by a realm of "unactualized possibles," to use Nigel Thrift's evocative term, a radical otherness that shadows and informs identities. 60 As we have seen,
Harry Quirk is unable to recognize his own otherness or his implication in the play of materiality and affect that drives changes in Brooklyn. Committed to the realm of the actual and to his centrality as protagonist in a realist narrative, Harry refuses fully to credit the (im)possible, the world of affect and ghosts, despite the ghostly slippages in his own narration. Characters in the other novels-Cree, Ren, and Monique in Visitation Street, August in Another Brooklyn-become attuned to their structures of feeling and to alternative narratives and histories. As we have seen, the specificities of form are crucial.
If the restricted first-person of The Astral is apt for a critique of Quirk's selfish gaze and his denial of his subject position, then Visitation Street's polyphony echoes the interconnections between disparate groups in a culturally and economically diverse neighborhood and Another Brooklyn's elliptical, poetic, fragmentary narrative shows the fragility of self, particularly from a position on the margins of messy neighborhood change.
Fictions are "unactualized possibles" actualized in the process of reading. They are "knowable communities" that render both substantial and insubstantial equally knowable, thereby revealing their interdependence. 61 In this specific sense they are ghostly, and
the novels explored here demonstrate the operability of the ghostly within gentrification 154 Studies in American Fiction and capital. Texts emerge in specific historical situations and modes of production, of course. Just as gentrification is adept at incorporating specters in the service of constructed authenticities, so the fictional possibilities on offer are in part products of their material circumstances. As Thrift states: "Events must take place within networks of power which have been constructed precisely in order to ensure iterability." Nonetheless, "the event does not end with these bare facts": there is always a surplus, a surprise, another way of looking. 62 Brooklyn ghost stories surprise by making spectral things-memory, belief, emotion, music-visible and knowable. In so doing, they suggest that gentrification, though it seems inexorable, merely testifies to the constant evolution of communities.
Other Brooklyns will always be possible.
Notes
